
SLIET LONGOWAL
REVISED (11.06.202005:00 PM)

DATE SHEET FOR ONLINE END SEMESTER EXAMINATION
UG -2016 (Regular) 8th Semester

TIME SLOT (10:00 am-12:30 pm) with following break-up
10:00 am to 10:30 am MCQTEST
10:30 am to 10:45 am Technical Break
10:45 am to 12:15 pm Subjective Test
12:15 pm to 12:30 pm Uploading Time

TRADE 16/06/2020 18/06/2020 20/06/2020 22/06/2020 24/06/2020 26/06/2020
TUESDAY THURSDAY SATURDAY MONDAY WEDNESDAY FRIDAY

GCS - CST-722 CST-721D HUT-721 OE CHM-721

GEC ECT-721 ECT-722A ECT-723 HUT-721 OE CHM-721

GEE - EET-724 - HUT-721 OE CHM-721

GIN IET-723 IET-724 HUT-721 OE CHM-721-

GCT CHT-721 CHT-722 HUM-721 OE
CHT-723 AI

- CHT-723C

GFT FTT-723 FTT-722 FTT-721 HUM-721 OE -

GWT MET-721 MET-722 MET-723 E HUM-721 OE -

GME MET-721 MET-722 MET-723 C HUM-721 OE -
M.Sc. (Phy) Schedule for M.Sc Phy will remain same as circulated earlier as per vide date sheet. dt. 05-06-2020.

INSTRUCTIONSFOR CONDUCT OF EXAM:- Enclosed as Annexure-1 (Please read the instructions carefuly).

Note:-Students appearing in the online exam., can withdraw from any examination very next day after the conduct of that examination, or can withdraw
from all the exam. latest by June 27, 2020 up to 11:00 a.m. \ 0
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COPY TO:
1. Dean (Academics): for kind information please.
2. All Head of Deparments: for necessary action please.
3. Exam Co-ordinators: for necessary action please.
4. FI- ACSS. for necessary action please.



Revised Instructions for Online End Semester Exam/SLIET Longowal/ll-06-Z0Z0

Annexure-1

INSTRUCTIONS FOR APPEARING IN ONLINE EXAMINATION

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

1. The students will get the invite atleast one hour before the start of Online
Examination on special temporary Email 10.

2. Even if, you do not get invite, you can access the examination using following
Link:

https://www.yassess.youth4work.com/SLIET
3. The students are required to enter the special temporary Email 10 to attempt

the Online End Semester Examination (No passkey is required).
4. Please ensure to logoff before or after attempting any examination on Online

Platform.
5. There will be separate invite for both objective & subjective question papers, of

each subject.
6. Recommended system requirements to take the examination -

Laptop/computer system with any of the following browsers:-
a. IE 8 or above
b. Chrome
c. Firefox Mozilla
d. Safari (on Apple Mac OS)

. Internet connection (with decent speed) using wifi

. Web camera
It is mandatory to Disable POP UPwhile working on system
NOTE: As an alternative of laptop/computer, students can use their
mobile phone (in flight mode) with WiFi to access the assessment.

7. The students are advised to maintain at least three hours of power backup for
their devices (laptop/computer/phonelVViFietc.)

8. Please read the instructions provided on the portal carefully, before proceeding
to attempt the examination.

9. While the examination is going on, your activities are being monitored.
10. Students appearing in online examination, can withdraw from any examination

very next day after conduct of that examination or can withdraw from all
examinations latest by June 27, 2020 upto 11.00 a.m.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR OBJECTIVE QUESTIONS
11.The objective question paper shall consist of 20 MCa questions which are

compulsory.
12.Objective part of the end semester examination is of THIRTY MINUTES

duration.
13.lf the link for main objective questions breaks, there will be a separate invite

(reserved) to appear in the objective questions.
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Revised Instructions for Online End Semester Exam/SLIET Longowal/ll-06-2020

14.The reserved invite will be active after ten minutes of the start of main invite and
remains active for further thirty minutes.

15.If any student is not able to complete the objective test using main link or
even reserved link, is given another option as toltows:

Such students are required to attempt any 12 questions in place
of 10 questions given in subjective part. Themarks will be scaled
to 50 marks. [Example: if any student scores 18 out of 36 (12x3)
marks, his/her marks will be awarded25 out of 50(i.e,~: x 50)J.

INSTRUCTIONSFORSUBJECTIVEQUESTIONS
16. There is a technical gap of 15 minutes between objective and subjective

examination as per the notified schedule.
17. The students are required to appear in the online platform for subjective paper

through the invite as in case of objective part.
18. The Subjective part of end semester examination will be having 15 questions

out of which 10 are to be attempted in 1:30 hour.
19. There will be additional 15 minutes for uploading the answer sheets.
20. The students are required to attempt the subjective paper on answer

sheet (ruled or un-ruled) using pen and paper. Format of the answer
sheet to be used for subjective paper is attached at Annexure-2.

21. In case, if the invite link does not work, the subjective question paper will
also be available on your temporary Email 10 within 10 min of the start of
the examination.

22. Before sending the answer sheet, please ensure that each page should
have Name,Registration Number,Date,and signature of the student with
proper page numbering.

23. Answer sheet (hand written only) be scanned in pdf format and namedas
"registration number.pdf'. (For example "1734567.pdf').

24. Typedanswers will not be evaluated.
25. Please send the scanned answer sheetin the form ofattachment as a

reply mail to the Email 10 from which the copy of the subjective paper is
received (within next 15min definedas upload time).

26. All such communication shall be made using temporary Email 10 allotted to the
students.

27. No other mode of submission on any other Email 10 will be entertained.

~'Y0{/,{yJ~
Dean (Academic)
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Name-------------------- Registration Number----------------
Annexure-2

Subject ------------

PAGE NO. SIGNATURE


